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Abstract—The aim of this paper is the design and development
of a novel user interface to interact with a meta system. Our
focus is rather on interacting with Ambient Intelligence as a
whole, which would for example enable users to influence the
overall behaviors and attributes of dynamic device compositions.
We call such interfaces Meta User Interfaces. The design details
of a proposed user interface as well as a cognitive walkthrough
evaluation are presented in this paper.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) refers to a new paradigm of
interaction where humans and other ”smart players” interact
with, and are supported by, their ”smart surroundings” [1].
Smart players refer to entities acting in ”smart surroundings”.
Examples of smart players include humans, animals, smart
factory machines, autonomous robots, and other intelligent
autonomous systems. Examples of ”intelligent autonomous
systems” are home robot vacuums, security and surveillance
systems, smart home energy management systems, or enhanced digital media equipment. They are designed to work
on their own to support a domain specific task, in most cases
without depending on infrastructure support coming from their
operation environment. Smart surroundings are everyday living
or operation environments of these autonomous systems. Smart
surroundings are physical spaces that have been instrumented
to provide natural interaction capabilities and useful behaviors
such as rule based automation, statistically learned adaptations,
etc. The concept of Ambient Intelligence has been widely
adopted. It is proved to be effective in terms of making life
easier [2], supporting healthier living [3], or reducing the
in-house energy consumption [4][5]. Much valuable research
reported successful deployments of AmI within various application domains such as independent living, energy-aware
production, or smart health.
To make AmI happen, first everyday objects must transform
into networked information appliances [7]. This is done by
augmenting everyday objects and devices with sensing, communicating, and networking technology to support a specific
task. Next, available information appliances and smart players
form together ”ad-hoc ensembles”. A generic architecture
supporting ensemble formation is presented in [8]. This last
step orchestrates entities available in a smart surrounding to
offer a coherent behavior [6] and collective intelligence [9] (cf.
Fig. 1). In doing so, a composition of systems (smart players,
smart surroundings) is created.
These systems are coherently acting devices that implement

Fig. 1. N autonomous intelligent systems designed to support specific task
domains. They are just collocated and have no awareness of coexistence. In
some cases, they just have some interactions (left part). The right part shows
an instrumented ambient that becomes habitat to a multitude of autonomous
intelligent systems that dynamically orchestrates them into a meta system with
collective intelligence [6]

a higher level collective intelligent behavior, and are compositional parts of Ambient Intelligence. We use the concept of
meta systems [10] to refer to such compositions. In other
words, Ambient Intelligence can be considered as a metasystem with intelligence that governs multiple information sys-
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Fig. 2. AmI is a meta system composed by the physical space, networked information appliances, sensors and infrastructure that are seamlessly integrated
into the physical space with the autonomous intelligent systems - the smart
players - residing and interacting with it [6].

tems (information appliances) to support various autonomous
systems (the smart players) residing and acting within the
same physical space. Fig. 2 shows the relationships among
different components of an ambient intelligence environment.
The important question that arises here is: how would users
interact with such a meta-system that implements a higher level
collective intelligent behavior [11]? Please note the conceptual
difference to the situation where people would interact with
N stand-alone systems, each exposing a limited intelligent
assistance for a very specific task domain. For this later case,
many useful user interfaces have been presented [12][13].
However, can we use traditional UIs to interact with above
explained meta systems?
We use the term Meta User Interface (Meta-UI) to refer
to user interfaces that support performing tasks at the meta
system level. While a significant amount of important research
covers interaction issues on the device level, to the best of our
knowledge no research has studied the interaction between a
human (smart player) and a meta system. In this paper, we
present the user centric analysis and design of a Meta-UI
that supports performing operations on a meta system. Our
major contribution is the analysis, design, prototypical implementation and evaluation of a 3D based meta user interface
for ambient assisted living scenarios. In the next section we
provide a brief literature review, then the requirements analysis
is described in Section III, after that, in Section IV, the design
of the suggested Meta-UI is presented and different features
are described. Section V defines the evaluation we conducted
and afterwards we provide a conclusion.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

The open literature includes several approaches for interacting with intelligent systems. The work of Ardoti et
al [14] surveys a large number of these approaches with
extensive analysis of their limitations, advantages and usage.
For example, natural speech and gesture based interfaces are
commonly used to interact with smart objects such as the work
in [15]. However, the focus of related work is on directly
interfacing single parts of an environment such as a smart
TV or intelligent kitchen devices. In contrast, we aim at
interfacing the meta system as a whole, rather than focusing
on controlling its compositional parts. By doing so, we address
the common problems of interaction with smart environments
such as over-automation, missing ability to override default
behavior and lack of predictability and observability, which
are rather attributes of / subject to meta system interaction.
The term Meta-UI has been introduced by Coutaz [15] as
an interactive system whose set of functions is necessary and
sufficient to control and evaluate the state of an interactive
ambient space. The Meta-UI defined by Coutaz [15] tries to
help users who work with multiple devices and consequently
multiple user interfaces in an interactive environment. In
the briefest explanation the aforementioned Meta-UI focuses
on different available UIs to support functions such as redistribution which for example allows users to distribute a website to different electronic tools. Vanderhulst and Schreiber [16]
have proposed a less specific kind of Meta-UI to enable users
to control various devices and applications through one user
interface. To this end they have defined Meta-STUD [16] as a
generic framework for designing and developing Meta-UIs.

Some related concepts such as dynamic automation [17]
and supervisory control [19] have been discussed by Sheridan
and colleagues. In dynamic automation tasks are allocated to
the system and human supervisor dynamically for the purpose
of gaining maximum performance and preventing memory
overload of human supervisor. In Supervisory control, human
agent controls and monitors the behavior of the system, detects
the failures and learns from system's feedbacks. Although
the nature of interactions in Sheridan's work and our metasystem are different, these two have overlapping objectives.
For instance the dynamic task allocation between the pilot
and machine described by Sheridan is comparable to what
happens between the user and meta-system in our scenario.
Depending on environment and user purposes, tasks would
be dynamically assigned to the meta-system. The user, as a
supervisor who controls the system to reach the purpose, learns
system's behavior via the experience of controlling, monitoring
and getting feedback. As a means to define the requirements
for our design, we made use of related works. This analysis is
covered in Section III.
III.

R EQUIREMENT A NALYSIS FOR A M ETA U SER
I NTERFACE

In order to determine the requirements for designing a
Meta-UI we practiced two approaches. First we conducted a
literature review to obtain the requirements declared generally
for user interfaces. Then we conducted a User Centric Design to produce and discuss the meta level tasks that could
be advantageous for building the basics for task definition.
Using the outputs of these two approaches, we were able to
define functional components and Meta-UI entities and build
a generic Meta-UI, as described in Section III and Section IV.
The general approach of this paper is depicted in Fig. 3.
Many researchers have studied the topic of interaction
with intelligent systems and discussed interaction issues. In
this work, we analyze these studies to elaborate requirements,
which then will be used to design an appropriate Meta-UI. The
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Fig. 3. Activity diagram of our analysis, design and implementation process.
Analysis segment contains activities to capture requirements, the design,
implementation and evaluation together shape a loop.

lack of control and over automation have been reported as a
major weakness of fully automated interaction [18] because
people do not accept a fully automated environment, and in
fact want to always have the control. As Sheridan states in his
study [19], over automation negatively affects the acceptance
of automated systems. According to [19], there are 10 degrees
to express the level of automation in an adaptive system.
Since Ambient Intelligence is a concept related to automation,
in order to ensure user acceptance, a Meta User Interface
must have the ability to change the level of automation (cf.
Table I, Requirement #1). Another basic requirement for any
kind of user interface is to provide perceivable affordances.
Users must be able to figure out possibilities of interaction, as
soon they face anything they want to work with [20]. This is
regardless of the interaction is automated or explicit interfaces
have disappeared. Therefore, user interfaces for AmI need to
be explorable in a way they can understand how they can
work their smart surrounding (cf. Table I, Requirement #2).
Another issue is the relatively low reliability of automatic
system behaviors that lead into distrust [21].
Whether a specific automatic system behavior is reasonable
or not, users need to be aware of the existence. They want to be
informed when important things go on in their spaces [22] (cf.
Table I, Requirement #3). This is because, if actions initiated
by the system are not visible to users, or when users fail to
explain what exactly triggered certain automatic behaviors,
they might be confused [5] Further, a lack of visibility and
understandability can cause negative mental responses such
as anger [5]. In addition, it can lead into incomplete or
incorrect mental models, which would negatively affect interaction performance and cause misunderstandings. Therefore,
when interacting with Ambient Intelligence users need some
means of support for visibility and understandability, in a
way they perceive and reason about automatic behaviors of
their surroundings (cf. Table 1, Requirement #4). Users also
want to predict how the Ambient Intelligence will react upon
certain user activities or in case certain events would happen.
Empirical studies provide scientific evidence that the lack
of predictability leads into distrust [16][21] . Thus, another
requirement for the proposed Meta-UI is to support users with
predicting automatic behaviors of Ambient Intelligence (cf.
Table 1, Requirement #5). In a recent research [23][24] we
discussed that a mixed-initiative approach is a key to increases
user acceptance and trust in AmI environments (cf. Table 1,
Requirement #6).
In order to design the Meta-UI we followed the user
centered design (UCD) approach which has been introduced
by Norman and Draper [20]. In [20] the authors have suggested
nine steps for a complete UCD process. First we defined
our system of interest which is the smart home itself and
its interactions with residents of the home. Each member of
research group defined possible scenarios and required features
of Meta-UI. After discussing all scenarios in group meetings,
we categorized them into two groups, the UI related features
and the Meta-UI specific features. Second, we conducted indepth interviews with eight participants on their preferences
regarding living in a smart environment and their expectations
from a smart home system. In the interview we did not mention
Meta-system or Meta-UI, however participants were told that
they can suppose there is a system in the mentioned smart
home that is capable of controlling other systems in the house
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and providing information to the user.
One researcher of the team analyzed interview transcripts
and defined two sets of features (UI related and Meta-UI
specific) based on participants answers to interview questions.
Although we found no new feature by conducting interviews,
interview results shed light on the priority of various features
from user's point of view. Considering these priorities we
defined required functions and started to design early version
of the Meta-UI. The study and the results of this analysis have
been presented by Khojasteh and Shirehjini in [25]. We define
Meta-UI as a user interface for the meta-system. Unlike the
Meta-UI described in previous works [15][16] our Meta-UI
is not a representative user interface to control various UIs
or objects instead of controlling each element individually.
The information that Meta-UI provides for user would be
originated by meta-system processes of environment's objects
as well as their interactions with each other and human agent.
Relying on these information, Meta-UI can support features
such as predictability and synthesizability. Considering these
evidences, we propose an interaction approach to overcome
the mentioned weaknesses. Next we explain the design of our
Meta-UI.
IV.

D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION OF A M ETA U SER
I NTERFACE

In this section, we describe the architectural components
of the proposed user interface which are derived from the
task set. Next in Section V we will discuss the results of
conducting expert evaluation to appraise the usability of the
Meta-UI. Notice that we explicitly distinguish between those
tasks performed on the level of single devices, which we refer
to as device level tasks, and tasks that are internal to a meta
system. An example of a device level task is when an older
adult turns on his smart TV to play a social game with his
grandson. Interactions with a smart TV are considered device
level interactions. In summery changing the behavior of a
smart entity (e.g. assistive home robot) are not subject matter
of meta interaction, because the scope of the interaction does
not go beyond affecting a single autonomous intelligent system
or device. In contrast, tasks such as adjusting the level of
automation for the entire house affect the attributes of the meta
system, thus can be considered as operations performed on the
meta system level.
The initial structure of the Meta-UI is the result of our previous work, which is composed of the 3D representation of the
environment, a Behavior Manager, to create, alter and delete
behaviors, and an Activity Manager to supervise the active,
previously active or soon to be activated behaviors (cf. Fig.
4). In [26] we conducted a cognitive walkthrough evaluation

activation time (UI element labeled as (0) in Fig. 4). User may
make use of this component by tapping on each behavior.

Fig. 4. The proposed meta-user interface provides an image of Ambient
Intelligence meta systems. It is designed to support visibility, predictability,
overriding default behavior, conflict handling, and perceived control in presence of system initiated automated

to assess and improve earlier version of the prototype. The
current version is the enhanced of what have been described
and evaluated in [26].
A. Behavior Manager
The Behavior Manager provides necessary functionalities
to create new behaviors. In addition, it allows the meta system
to download or learn additional behaviors. A behavior in our
system is a set of actions that the meta system executes to
satisfy a set of post conditions. In order to describe a new
behavior user is required to declare a set of preconditions and
post conditions from the list of all the rules in the environment.
A rule refers to an environmental or temporal event(s) related
to user actions. For example the rule ”if a person enters
the room” can be the precondition of a behavior that user
expects the system to accomplish if someone enters the room.
Using pre and post conditions, representation of environment
state, before and after the completion of a behavior can be
automatically visualized (cf. Fig. 4).
Through the Behavior Manager users can edit downloaded
behaviors, or create new behaviors from the scratch. Furthermore, it assists users to override and change existing behaviors.
This component along with the next part satisfies Requirement
#2, since it allows users to explore the system behaviors.
B. Activity Manager
In order to make the meta system level actions visible
and predictable (Requirements #4, #5), an Activity Manager
component has been implemented, that includes three behavior
partitions. As you can see in Fig. 4 for each behavior represented in the partitions, a declaration part would be represented, which shows the preconditions and post conditions for
the behavior along with the rule that activates the behaviors.
In order to interact with different behaviors and their status,
there is a sidebar which contains the behaviors ordered by their

•

Step 0: find the sidebar which contains different behaviors and is labeled as (0);

•

Step 1: activate the status component by tapping on
the arbitrary behavior you wish, for example the music
behavior in this picture, the lower left corner of the
Fig. 4. The area pointed with (1) shows where to tap.
The music prompt, the downer prompt as shown in
Fig. 4. will appear right after you tap on it.

•

Step 2: for more information about this behavior
performance you can tap on the help button, as shown
in the lower left corner of the downer prompt (the area
marked with (2)). The explanation prompt, the upper
prompt as shown in Fig. 4. will appear.

•

Step 3: note how the 3D UI in the right part changes.
The changes show that the player has been turned on
in the right panel.

•

Step 4: this element (Behavior Manager) allows user to
define new behaviors or download them as he wishes.
This is possible by tapping on Define new behaviors
button which is labeled as (3).

The first list that is shown in the lower left part of Fig.
4 represents the behaviors that took place in the past, which
are either done successfully or has been directly terminated
by the user or the system due to dissatisfaction or confliction
respectively. The upper list contains the behaviors that are
currently taking place and altering the environment. User is
supposed to be able to realize the reason of each alteration in
the environment and match them to the currently performing
behaviors by using the declaration part of behaviors. The 3D
visualization of before and after states helps towards this goal.
The third list placed in upper left, represents the behaviors that
will probably take place in the future, we use the term probably
because the possibility for a behavior to take place depends
on the conditions of the environment, and each behavior has
a probability at any specific time, which is a number in the
range of 0 to 100. This probability is used to augment the
corresponding icons of each behavior, as shown in the upper
left part of the Fig. 4.
Furthermore there are options represented for each behavior. Users have the authority to cancel or postpone an ongoing
behavior, prevent the system from activating a behavior and
perceive the reasons for conflicted past actions.
C. Integrity Manager
This feature is accessible via a Bird View button on the
screen. To support visibility (Requirement #4), this feature is
implemented in order to present the ability of the system to
maintain the integrity of the environment. The environment
integrity depends on different aspects that user defines and
finds them essential. For example user needs to know if the
security of the house is maintained which means whether
the doors and windows work properly or there is a problem
in some parts of the house. Under security tab of Integrity
Manager user can find detailed information related to security
and privacy. Fig. 5(a) shows a scenario that one of the windows

is broken and system has detected an unauthorized attempt to
access one of the doors.
Using this feature user can obtain essential information
about the environment, as a result he is able to keep track
of changes and states. As you can see in Fig. 5(b) user can
observe the temperature of different rooms and realize any
issue before the temperature reach the dangerous or unpleasant
threshold. While security is a default tab in integrity management other tabs like temperature can be deleted or substitute
by other tabs if user prefers to do so. The resulting prototype
depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are implemented using Pencil, a
free GUI prototyping tool, and the final prototype is available
in html format.
V.

E VALUATION

We conduct a two-phased cognitive walkthrough. First
phase was conducted in our previous work [16]. Based on
the results of the first phase we altered and improved our
prototype. We also added the integrity manager feature as
described in Section IV. Then we conducted the second phase
of evaluation in which we study updated version of the MetaUI.
A. First Cognitive Walkthrough
In order to conduct a usability evaluation we selected
cognitive walkthrough to evaluate our design, estimate ease
of learning, and discover potential errors and their probable
source. The evaluation was performed by a group consisting of
the writers of this paper and two usability experts from Ambient Intelligence Laboratory of Sharif University of Technology.
As the first step of the process, we defined the users of our
Meta User Interface, identified main tasks to evaluate, and for
each task we defined the correct action sequence. Afterwards
the experts stepped through each task to evaluate the possibility
of achieving them. For each task, experts provided success
or failure stories as to why the expected users would either
choose or fail to choose the action as we assumed in the action
sequence. The process and the results are depicted in Table II.
After analyzing the results we figured out that the first step,
which was finding the list icon and tapping on, had failed;
meaning that the users either cannot figure out the availability
and existence of the Activity Manager, or cannot interpret
the icons corresponding to each list. To address this issue we
proposed these two solutions:
1)
2)

Redesigning the icons.
Making the lists visible at the startup.

The first approach might seem more facile, but to prevent any
future usability problems such as the ones that we captured,

TABLE III.

R ESULTS OF S ECOND C OGNITIVE WALKTHROUGH

T HE C OGNITIVE WALKTHROUGH S HOWS T HAT THE F IRST
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Success
Rate

Monitor your house

3/3

Check the security of your house

3/3

Check the temperature of different rooms in your house

3/3

Prevent a behavior that is going to take place in future
from happening

3/3

Postpone behavior that is currently active

3/3

we changed the prototype and applied the second option.
Second prototype (cf. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) was built in order
to overcome the above mentioned problems. The differences
that distinguished this prototype from the last are as follows.
•

The Activity Manager contains a one-columned list.

•

The Activity Manager would be visible by default, it
can disappear later on as user wants.

•

The one-columned Activity Manager is decomposed
horizontally into three sections corresponding to past,
present and future behaviors.

We conducted a second walkthrough, with the same assumptions about users and the same tasks. The new prototype
leads to changes in action sequences for each task, therefore
we altered the sequences accordingly.
B. Second Cognitive Walkthrough
After applying changes derived from the first evaluation,
as well as augmenting the Integrity Manager section, we
conducted a second cognitive walkthrough. Three members
of the ambient intelligence lab evaluated the last version of
the Meta-UI with a new list of tasks including tasks that
were associated with Integrity Manager feature and tasks of
first cognitive walkthrough. The evaluation took place in AmI
laboratory in Sharif University of technology. Each expert
studied the prototype and the given tasks. The tasks and their
success rate due to experts opinions are listed in Table III.
Results of this phase showed that the Integrity Management
feature is well-designed since none of the experts report any
issues regarding related tasks and they were able to conduct
success stories corresponding to each task. Examples of related
tasks are ”check security of the home” and ”check temperature
of different rooms” that got approved by all three experts.
Moreover, analyzing expert's notes on tasks such as canceling
and postponing a planned task which had problems according
to first walkthrough assured us that the improvements to the
early version of Meta-UI have been successful.
VI.

TABLE II.

Task

C ONCOLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a Meta User Interface
that is designed to satisfy six main requirements that are
considered to be essential according to our literature study and
in-depth interviews. The design of the User Interface and the
evaluation of the prototype were explained. There are aspects
of this system that are planned for future work. First, a task
migration feature will be included in the system, which enables
the system to predict a succeeding task corresponding to a
sequence of recent user actions. Another future work is a

Fig. 5. The proposed Meta-UI includes an integrity management, which provides visibility by producing a bird view. (a) Under security tab user can see the
threats to security and privacy. In this example the broken window and an unauthorized attempt to access one of the doors have been shown. Red circles shows
the exact area of threat. (b) By defining a normal temperature for the system it shows places with higher temperature than normal in red and user can both
monitor and control the temperature of different rooms.

wizard of Oz evaluation of the system with the features against
a system without them. We aim to work on other aspects of
Meta-UI such as automatically generating visualizations for
behaviors and some features to enable the behaviors to be
downloaded and installed on the system; therefore user can
install new behaviors on her system as she can install apps on
her smart phone.
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